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class PedroC:
def __init__(self):

self.name = ‘Pedro Candel’
self.email1 = ‘pcandel@cybersoc.deloitte.es’
self.email2 = ‘s4ur0n@s4ur0n.com’
self.website = ‘https://www.s4ur0n.com’
self.nickname = ‘@NN2ed_s4ur0n’
self.role = ‘Security Researcher’
self.interest = [ ‘Reversing’, ‘Malware’, 

‘Offensive Security’, ‘…’ ]
self.member_of = [ ‘mlw.re’, ‘OWASP’, ’NetXploit’, ‘…’ ]



Concepts
Introduction



Covert Channel

A covert channel is a type of computer 
security attack that creates a capability to transfer 
information objects between processes that are not 
supposed to be allowed to communicate by 
the computer security policy. 

The term, originated in 1973 by Lampson, is defined as 
"(channels) not intended for information transfer at all, 
such as the service program's effect on system load" to 
distinguish it from legitimate channels that are 
subjected to access controls.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covert_channel



Tempest

TEMPEST is a National Security Agency specification 
and NATO certification referring to spying on 
information systems through leaking emanations, 
including unintentional radio or electrical signals, sounds, 
and vibrations.

TEMPEST covers both methods to spy upon others 
and also how to shield equipment against such spying. 

The protection efforts are also known as emission 
security (EMSEC), which is a subset of communications 
security (COMSEC).



Tempest

The NSA methods for spying upon computer emissions 
are classified, but some of the protection standards have 
been released by either the NSA or the Department of 
Defense. Protecting equipment from spying is done 
applying distance, shielding, filtering and masking.

The TEMPEST standards mandate elements such as 
equipment distance from walls, amount of shielding in 
buildings and equipment, and distance separating wires 
carrying classified vs. unclassified materials, filters on 
cables, and even distance and shielding between 
wires/equipment and building pipes. Noise can also 
protect information by masking the actual data.



Tempest

While much of TEMPEST is about leaking 
electromagnetic emanations, it also encompasses 
sounds or mechanical vibrations. For example, it is 
possible to log a user's keystrokes using the motion 
sensor inside smartphones.

Compromising emissions are defined as 
unintentional intelligence-bearing signals which, if 
intercepted and analyzed, may disclose the information 
transmitted, received, handled, or otherwise processed 
by any information-processing equipment.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tempest_(codename)



Tempest Attacks
Data from 
electromagnetic waves



Tempest Attacks

TEMPEST Attacks work on the principle that 
electronic devices such as monitors and fax 
machines emit electromagnetic radiation during 
normal use. 

With correct equipment such as antennas, receivers 
and display units an attacker could in theory 
intercept those emissions from a remote location 
(from across the street perhaps) and then replay the 
information that was captured. 



Tempest Attacks

Imagine if this were possible how it could be 
misused to violate your privacy…

Closing doors and blinds wouldn't do anything to 
stop a TEMPEST attack. If your monitor was 
displaying sensitive material then it would be 
exposed. However don't become paranoid for 
it's extremely difficult to execute an attack to 
"capture" what's being displayed, but in theory 
it's certainly possible.



Tempest Attacks

Such an attack is passive in that it cannot be 
detected. 

A device emits compromising radiation which could 
be reconstructed from a remote location. 

This means that you cannot detect it as the device is 
not in any way connected/installed on your system. 

To simply put it your computer can't detect a guy 
down the street with equipment trying picking up 
radio emissions from your monitor.



Tempest Attacks

All electronic devices big or small may emit low-
level electromagnetic radiation. 

In fact the CPU chip is probably doing it right now. 

This happens whenever an electric current changes 
in voltage and thus generates electromagnetic 
pulses that radiate as invisible radio waves. These 
electromagnetic radio waves can carry a great 
distance in ideal situations.



Tempest Attacks



Tempest Attacks
Is tempest a myth?



Is tempest a myth or a reality?

If tempest attackers had a high success rate you 
wouldn't have to worry about a "middle of the night" 
break-in by some gang holding you at gun point.

They never have to enter your home or office.

All they have to do is point an antenna safely from a 
distance, then sit back and collect your personal 
data.

Really?



Is tempest a myth or a reality?

Source: https://cryptome.org/tempest-cpu.htm



Is tempest a myth or a reality?

Source: http://www.erikyyy.de/tempest/



Is tempest a myth or a reality?

Source: 
http://www.icrobotics.co.uk/wiki/index.php/Turning_the_Raspberry_Pi_Into
_an_FM_Transmitter



Is tempest a myth or a reality?

Source(s): https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.03431 & 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.05915



Tempest OSX
New covert channel



Tempest OSX

System Bus Radio: the start point

Source: https://github.com/fulldecent/system-bus-radio



Tempest OSX

How to: Run instructions on the computer that 
cause electromagnetic radiation (taking advantage 
of the noise generated)



Tempest OSX

How to: transmit information via a radio carrier wave

In amplitude modulation, the amplitude (signal 
strength) of the carrier wave is varied in proportion to 
the waveform being transmitted.



Tempest OSX



Tempest OSX



Tempest OSX



Demo



Tempest OSX
If we can find no answer
to these problems, then
we really are in trouble



Tempest OSX

Houston, we have a problem

Broadcast transmission L

You need the receiving person or machine to be able 
to understand morse code L

Binary files L

Limited set of characters L



Tempest OSX

Variable Speed (WPM)



Tempest OSX

Encode & cipher

Extract the public keyfile

Generate Random Password

Encrypt the files with the random key
(AES256-CBC)

Encrypt the random key with the 
public keyfile (RSA-4096)

Encode files (Base64)
• Normalize (Morse Code)



Tempest OSX

Encode (Base64)



Tempest OSX

Encode (Base64)

International Morse Code



Tempest OSX

Normalize

Substitutions:

Change Substitution Morse Code

Upper to lower Insert Colon : & Uppercase(char) - - - . . .  + toupper(char)

Plus (+) Minus (-) - . . . . -

Interfile Space Apostrophe (´) . - - - - . 



Demo



Tempest OSX
Next steps



Next steps

• Selective frequency
• SDR capable of receiving 100 kHz and up
• Directional and high gain antennas
• Low pass filter MW
• Radio Data Decoder Software
• Encoder/decoder with ITA2 (Baudot), IRA (ASCII), 

SITOR, Packet and Raw Bits
• RT Keylogger
• BadUSB attacks
• …



Questions?



Gracias por
su atención


